
1) Techtrix 2019 

TechTrix - 2019 was the Sci-Tech event organized by the Department of Computer 

Science to explore the talents of the students on 28th  December 2019. It has been the tradition 

of the department to  organize such events to boost extra co-curricular activities. Overall 210 

students participated in TechTrix 2019 making it a grand successful event. The event was 

inaugurated by the incharge Principal Dr.S.R.Patil.  

At the outset, Respected Founder Dr. Patangrao Kadam  was remembered by paying 

tribute to him. Dr.Mrs.S.S.Shukla, Head ,Department od Computer Science  welcomed 

Principal Sir , other dignitaries and stated the objective of TechTrix event. On this occasion, 

Dr.Patil Sir guided students and congratulated the members of the department for arranging 

Techtrix 2019 that motivates the creativity of the students. He wished all the students a bright 

and rewarding professional career as well as all success in life.  

Following events were organized in the TechTrix-2019: 

1) MiniMilishia 

2) Face Painting 

3) One minute game 

4) Software project competition 

5) Poster competition 

6) Treasure Hunt 

The final event was days most block buster event i.e. Treasure hunt. This was a group event. 

Around 120 students were participated in this event. Team size of this event was 5students in 

each group. Given a starting clue at the start location to all participants, they had to find 

remaining places according to the clue and reach last clue within the 30 minute. Total 11 clues 

had to be  solved  to each group. 

Following is the list of winners in the various events. 

Sr. Name of the event Winner 

1. MINUTE TO WIN  

1.a  Quiz  Indresh Saini  

1.b  Pop of balloon  Rahul Yadav  

1.c  Cup of balloon  Rushikesh Kasbe  

1.d  Guessing game  Abishek Ingale  

1.e Entertainment Shubham Dhindore  

  Bramanad Tak 

  Dhruva Gupta 

2. Chess Rohan Bajpayi 

  Dhnyaneshwar Phad  

  Tushar Suryavanshi 

3. Mini Militia  Ashish Pawar  

4. Project computer  Indresh Saini  

5. Poster Making Shweta Pande  

  Nikita Nikam  

  Sachin Pandit  

  Archana Dere  

6. Face painting  Komal Marne  

  Khan Roshani  

 

The event was a huge success  and all the students enjoyed TechTrix 2019 very 

muchmaking it a grand success.  

Dr.Mrs.Supriya S.Shukla 



Head, Department of Computer science 

 

 
Chess players in action during the event TECHTRIX 2019 organized by the department 

of Computer Science 

 

 


